Borrowing from the Crowd: A Study of Recombination in Software Design Competitions
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Abstract—One form of crowdsourcing is the competition, which poses an open call for competing solutions. Commercial systems such as TopCoder have begun to explore the application of competitions to software development, but have important limitations diminishing the potential benefits drawn from the crowd. In particular, they employ a model of independent work that ignores the opportunity for designs to arise from the ideas of multiple designers. In this paper, we examine the potential for software design competitions to incorporate recombination, in which competing designers are given the designs of others and encouraged to use them to revise their own designs. To explore this, we conducted two software design competitions in which participants were asked to produce both an initial and a revised design, drawing on lessons learned from the crowd. We found that, in both competitions, all participants borrowed ideas and most improved the quality of their designs. Our findings demonstrate the potential benefits of recombination in software design and suggest several ways in which software design competitions can be improved.

Index Terms—Crowdsourcing, software design, collective intelligence, collaborative design

I. INTRODUCTION

There is growing interest in the application of crowdsourcing to software engineering. In crowdsourcing, work traditionally done by experts in a single firm is distributed to a large, undefined, distributed group of people in the form of an open call for work [13, 31]. Software engineering has begun to adopt crowdsourcing in several contexts, including open source software development, Q&A sites such as Stack Overflow¹, crowdsourced formal verification games [17], and microtask-based testing websites such as uTest².

One form of crowdsourcing is the competition, in which participants each independently create a solution and a winner is chosen. Competitions have demonstrated great potential, helping solve problems ranging from rapidly locating balloons dispersed across a country³ to devising improved social recommendation algorithms⁴. Commercial systems such as TopCoder⁵ and 99Designs⁶ have begun to explore the application of this model to software development, creating competitions in which workers are asked to author small pieces of code or design user interface elements. However, a recent study of TopCoder found that there are a number of important limitations of current crowdsourcing models, which presume a waterfall process, require clients to be intimately involved, and evaluate quality only late in the process [30].

A central, fundamental limitation of current software competitions is the linear nature of their process: only the best design is used. In crowdsourcing terms, the aggregation mechanism is simply to select a winner. However, in so doing, the diversity of the crowd is thrown away, as only the ideas of a single individual may influence the final design [4]. In contrast, crowdsourcing workflows in other domains have demonstrated that there are important advantages to introducing ideas through recombination. Enabling designers to see the alternative designs of others and iteratively improve their own has been found to increase the creativity of designs [36] and enable designs to grow organically [37]. Moreover, there may be other ways in which increasing communication between individuals within competitions can increase their efficacy. Evaluating designs and selecting a winner imposes a significant burden on clients [30]. Can crowds themselves play a role in evaluation?

Software design is multi-faceted, and ranges from designing the internals of a system to designing user interactions with software. It is well-known that both types of design are needed and influence each other [32]. There are, however, some clear differences including the notations and tools available and the mechanics of explaining 'how it works'. Can a recombination process help support a range of types of design, or are its benefits limited to only certain types of design?

To answer these questions, we conducted two separate software design competitions focusing on (1) user experience design and (2) architecture design. Each participant first independently created an initial design. To explore the potential for recombination, participants were then given several of the competing designs and asked to create a revised design drawing on what they had learned. Finally, participants evaluated the designs of their peers by ranking their revised designs.

We found that, in both competitions, designers were able to evaluate the designs of their peers and borrow ideas from the crowd. Figure 1 shows an example of an improvement made by borrowing an idea. Overall, the quality of designs in both competitions improved significantly between rounds. Beyond bor-
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¹ http://stackoverflow.com
² http://www.utest.com/
³ http://archive.darpa.mil/networkchallenge/
⁴ http://www.netflixprize.com/
⁵ http://www.topcoder.com/
⁶ http://99designs.com/

Fig. 1. Participants borrowed ideas from others such as a 24 hour traffic graph (a), revising their initial designs (b) to adapt and incorporate the ideas (c).
crowding, seeing other designs also led designers to critique their own designs. However, due to the completeness of designs and the barriers to incorporating ideas that did not fit, recombination enabled the refinement of designs rather than reenvisioning designs. Our results also suggest several ways in which design competitions can be made more effective.

II. RELATED WORK

A number of systems have investigated applying ideas from crowdsourcing to software development, seeking to leverage the potential of crowdsourcing to broaden participation, utilize expertise, and reduce time-to-market [16, 30]. In Stack Overflow, developers ask questions, other developers answer them, and yet other developers evaluate the quality of the answers, concurrently curating a knowledge repository of frequent questions [18]. In Collabode, an original programmer requests short programming microtasks which are completed by workers using a shared web IDE [8, 9]. CrowdCode enables crowds of developers to write code, test, debug, and respond to changes through microtasks [15]. Other work has explored the use of crowdsourcing for recommending fixes for bugs [12, 22] and compilation errors [34], and to checking and fixing unit test assertions [23]. To leverage larger pools of workers, some systems enable non-specialists to contribute. For instance, systems have explored gamification of software verification [17] or checking for security vulnerabilities [6].

Due to its increasing prevalence, studies have begun to characterize the impact and success of crowdsourcing approaches on software development. Open source software development is often seen as a form of crowdsourcing, as contributors can come from anywhere in the world, there is a set of tasks that individuals complete to acquire status (e.g., filing bug reports, fixing bugs, specifying new features), and work often happens remotely. Crowston reviews studies of open source software development [5]. A study of Stack Overflow found that crowdsourcing enables questions to be answered fast - in a median of 11 minutes - and that 92% of questions on expert topics are answered [18]. A case study of TopCoder examined the use of software competitions in creating production software to be used by an industry client [30]. It identified several important challenges with the TopCoder competition model, such as its use of a waterfall process, difficulties dealing with complexity and interdependencies, large overhead imposed on the client in preparing specifications and answering questions, and in pushing quality issues late into the lifecycle. Other work has begun to investigate how social networks and trust form in open, online communities for software creation [1].

Psychological theories of creativity emphasize the crucial importance of recombination processes in drawing on many ideas to generate creative ideas [3, 29, 33]. Outside the domain of software, several studies have examined the use of recombination in crowdsourcing workflows. Yu & Nickerson [36] proposed an iterative design process of idea generation, evaluation, and recombination to design a chair for children. After a first crowd first generated an initial generation of designs, two crowds then created additional generations by recombining ideas from the previous designs. Results demonstrated that creativity increases through recombination: the number of creative designs in the third generation was greater than that in the first generation. Xu & Bailey [35] studied a crowdsourcing model for iteratively authoring design critiques. Using a 4-step critique process, they found that iteratively writing critiques building on the ideas of others enabled quality design critiques to be created fast and accurately.

Due to the centrality of sketching to the design process, several tools have investigated ways of supporting and enabling groups of designers to sketch designs together. An early example is Commune, a shared intersurface prototyping tool, supporting distributed design groups [21]. Team Storm enables teams of designers to work efficiently with multiple ideas in parallel [11]. Similarly, Calico enables collaborative, distributed sketching, with support for group design sessions incorporating both synchronous design at a shared whiteboard and asynchronous design across devices [19]. IdeaVis [7], a digital pen for paper-based writing, augments traditional sketching to support co-located sketching sessions. Drawing on techniques for controlled brainstorming such as 6-3-5 brainwriting [26] and C-sketch [28], SkWiki enables lightweight branching and merging in collaborative sketch editing, allowing designers in collaborative brainstorming sessions to easily clone and explore changes to existing ideas in parallel [37].

Our study builds on this work, specifically examining if, and in what ways, design competitions with recombination can be used in software design.

III. METHOD

A. Study Design

Two separate but parallel design competitions were conducted: one for software architecture design (AD), and one for user experience design (UX). To observe the process of recombination, each competition consisted of two rounds. Each participant was asked to submit both an initial design (round 1) and revised design (round 2). In round one, participants were provided the design prompt and given one week to produce a design. In between the two rounds, participants were given the opportunity to see the initial designs submitted by other participants in their group and were strongly encouraged to use this as inspiration for their own revised design (i.e., a recombination step). To investigate if performing peer evaluations itself leads designers to more carefully understand designs and adopt ideas more extensively, participants were evenly divided into control and experimental conditions, and participants in the experimental condition were additionally asked to rank the first round designs in their condition. All participants were then given a second week to prepare a revised design, drawing on what they had learned from the other designs. At the conclusion of round two, both control and experimental participants ranked the second round designs of the participants in their group. Figure 2 depicts the structure of the competitions.

B. Participants

40 participants (20 per competition) were recruited from graduate students at UC Irvine, UC Berkeley, University of Southern California, University of Washington, and Carnegie Mellon University. 10 participants dropped out of the AD competition and 8 participants dropped out of the UX competition; we report results only for the final 22 participants. All participants had professional experience in industry, ranging from 2 to 8 years, with an average of 4.8 years for AD and 3.2 for UX (Table 1). 7 of the 12 UX participants and 3 of the 10 AD par-
participants were female. All participants were paid $100, prorated for those that dropped out. To encourage participants to put forth their best effort throughout the competitions, participants with the winning designs in the first and second rounds of each competition (4 prizes) were awarded $1000.

C. Tasks

Participants in both competitions were provided a two page design prompt, used previously in a series of studies of professional software designers [24]. Participants were asked to design an educational traffic flow simulation program to be used by a professor in a civil engineering course to teach students traffic light patterns (the complete prompt can be found in [24], p411). The prompt described a set of open-ended goals and requirements, including offering students the ability to: (1) create visual maps of roads, (2) specify the behavior of lights at intersections, (3) simulate traffic flow, and (4) change parameters of the simulation (e.g., traffic density). Participants were asked to produce a design at the level of detail necessary to present “to a group of software developers who will be tasked with implementing it”. While the prompt was otherwise identical, participants in the AD competition were instructed to focus solely on the architecture and design of the system, while participants in the UX competition were instructed to focus solely on an interaction design for the user interface. Participants in both competitions were instructed that their design would be evaluated on its elegance, clarity, and completeness.

D. Procedure

The study was conducted entirely through electronic communication. Throughout the study, participants communicated only with the experimenters; all other participants were anonymous. At the beginning of the first round, participants were sent an email with the design prompt and given one week to produce an initial design. Participants were allowed to use whichever tools they wished, and simply needed to upload a PDF of their design to Dropbox. Participants were not allowed to exchange ideas and were instructed to work independently. At the conclusion of the one-week period, a recombination step took place. Participants in each of the four groups (e.g., UX control) were given all of the anonymized initial designs in their group and three days to read the designs. Participants in the experimental groups were additionally asked to rank the designs they received. Participants were then given a second one-week period in which to prepare a revised design. At the conclusion of the second one-week period, all participants (both control and experimental) were given three days to read and rank the revised designs within their group. Finally, participants participated in a one-on-one 30-45 minute semi-structured interview with two or three of the authors using Skype. Interview questions focused on processes for peer evaluations, how participants prepared their revised designs, how participants made use of other designs, and their strategy and suggestions for the competition as a whole. After the interviews were concluded, participants were informed whether they had won a prize, and winners were given the option to be publicly recognized on a website. Our materials are publicly available.7

E. Data analysis

All initial and revised designs were first evaluated by a panel, consisting of three authors and one additional panelist. All panelists had a background in design, and three of the panelists had extensive familiarity with the design prompt through past use in a course or research study. Each design was independently scored by each of the four panelists on a 1-7 scale (with 7 being the strongest) for each of the three criteria given to participants: elegance, clarity, and completeness. To enable scores to be compared between rounds and reduce potential bias, the expert panel was double-blind and did not see any of the designs beforehand. All designs were mixed together, and neither the author nor the round of the design was identified. A score for each design was computed by averaging the scores across judges and summing over the three criteria.

Several analyses of the data were performed. To examine predictors of high quality designs, we computed correlations between design scores, designers’ years of expertise, and several characteristics of the design using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. We performed t-tests to test if designs improved and for an effect of performing ranking in the first round. To evaluate the accuracy of peer and self evaluations, we used Pearson’s correlation coefficient to compare rankings between participants and the panel.

To identify aspects of the final designs which were borrowed from others, two authors independently compared participants’ revised designs to their initial designs and identified instances in which changes may have been borrowed from others. The findings of each author were then combined into a single matrix identifying potential instances of copying, which were then confirmed and augmented as needed through the interviews with participants.

To systematically identify common ideas and themes in the interviews, we used a grounded theory inspired qualitative data analysis process. The 22 interviews were first transcribed. Four authors then independently coded the transcripts (2 authors per transcript). Each author identified sections expressing an insight, pasted the section onto an index card, and labeled the index card with the insight, participant, and researcher. The four authors then created an affinity diagram, iteratively grouping similar cards into hierarchical categories (e.g., “Reasons for not incorporating [ideas]”, “Time constraints”). Figure 3 depicts a section of the final affinity diagram.

IV. RESULTS

In the following sections, we examine the designs participants created, the relationship between peer and expert evaluations, participants’ revisions to their designs and recombinant ideas from others, and participants’ perceptions of the competition. Throughout, we use a mixed-methods analysis, incorporating quantitative analysis of attributes of the designs and qualitative analysis of the designs and interview data.

A. Designs

In the UX competition, most of the designs consisted of mockup screenshots of the final, envisioned user interface (Fig. 4). These screenshots were often accompanied by brief explanatory text, describing possible user interactions with user interface elements and the resulting behavior of the interface. All of the designs described mechanisms for enabling the user to lay out roads, adjust traffic density, create light sequences, and simulate traffic flows. Most designs depicted screenshots in temporal order, for example, depicting how to build a road map, how to add street lanes, and then how to adjust light behavior. Designs varied greatly in length of textual descriptions, ranging from extensive explanations to a few words. Top designs were often more visually polished and contained clear, concise, and detailed explanations of interface elements (e.g., Fig. 4a). Weak designs were often less visually refined and less detailed and precise in their consideration of user interactions (e.g., Fig. 4b). Surprisingly, none of the designs explicitly discussed user needs that had led to their design, simply focusing on the final product - the user interactions. Designs varied greatly in length of temporal descriptions, ranging from extensive explanations to a few words. Top designs were often more visually polished and contained clear, concise, and detailed explanations of interface elements (e.g., Fig. 4a). Weak designs were often less visually refined and less detailed and precise in their consideration of user interactions (e.g., Fig. 4b). Surprisingly, none of the designs explicitly discussed user needs that had led to their design, simply focusing on the final product - the user interactions. Only one designer (UC1) explicitly listed design decisions and assumptions about the domain such as “cars drive the speed limit”.

In contrast to the UX designs, the AD designs were text-centric, using diagrams as supporting materials (Fig. 5). Many had a high-level structure that included requirements, assumptions, discussion of the domain, and implementation details, although designs varied widely in the ways that each was presented and discussed. Unlike the UX designs, many designs walked through the derivation of the design, discussing in detail assumptions about the requirements and the domain model before presenting a design itself. Top designs often focused more on presenting a detailed and precise characterization at the level of a domain model (e.g., Fig. 5a, 7c, 7d), while bottom designs often focused more on a characterization emphasizing the implementation through class diagrams and detailed listings of algorithms (e.g., Fig. 5b). As in the UX designs, top AD designs were often also more visually polished, detailed, and precise. But, unlike the UX designs, there is a wide range of sections presented, including requirements, scope, quality attributes, technology choices, design rationale, constraints, use cases, and algorithms. Designs used a variety of diagrams, including both diagrams of the domain and of the design itself. Some designs used diagrams with formal notations, such as class diagrams (e.g., Fig. 5b), sequence diagrams, and case diagrams; but stronger designs often focused instead on diagrams of the domain model with ad-hoc notations (e.g., Fig. 5a). Most, but not all, followed the instructions of the prompt in not considering the design of the user interactions.

Designs varied greatly in length (Table 1). UX designs varied from 1 page to 18 pages, with a first round mean length of 6.5 (±4.4) pages. AD designs were, on average, longer, ranging from 3 to 19 pages with a mean first round length of 10.3 (±4.9) pages. In UX designs, the first round page length was significantly correlated with scores (r = .59, p = .04), while the second round correlation was not significant (r = .46, p = .13). In AD designs, scores in both rounds were strongly correlated with page count (R1: r = .80, p = .005; R2: r = .76, p = .01). Surprisingly, there was no significant relationship between the amount of time spent creating initial designs and first round scores (UX: r = .11, p = .74; AD: r = - .18, p = .62). This suggests that there is a strong expertise effect that enables strong designers to produce top designs in similar amounts of time. In a few cases, top designs were produced in considerably less time. For example, the winning initial design in the AD competition (AC1) was produced in 5.5 hours of time, while one of the lowest scoring designs (AC5) was produced in 20 hours. Expertise effects are partially visible in the relationship between industry experience and scores; in the AD, but not UX designs, there was a significant relationship (UX round 1: r = .32, p = .31; UX round 2: r = .35, p = .26; AD round 1: r = .66, p = .04; AD round 2: r = .61, p = .03). The differences between AD and UX may partially result from the small sample size and the greater variability in industry experience amongst AD designers. The effects of the time participants invested in their designs was more visible in their revisions. The time spent on design revisions and the improvement in score was moderately and significantly correlated in the UX competition (r = .61, p = .04) but not in the AD competition (r = .55, p = .10).

B. Peer evaluations

Overall, peer evaluations by the UX competition were moderately correlated with expert ranks (r = .37, p < .0007) and strongly correlated with expert ranks in the AD competition (r = .65, p < .00001). 66% of UX peer ranks were within one rank of the expert rank, while 85% of AD peer ranks were within one rank of the expert rankings (Fig. 6). Self evaluations were less accurate, especially in the UX groups. Self evaluations in the UX groups were not significantly correlated with expert ranks (r = .18, p = .39) but moderately correlated with expert rankings in the AD competition (r = .55, p = .012). 54% of UX self evaluations were within one rank of the expert rank, while 45% of AD self evaluations were within one rank of the expert rank.
In making self evaluations, participants were much more likely to rate themselves higher than the experts, although some did rate themselves lower.

To evaluate designs, participants reported using several strategies. Most examined each design individually, assessing its fitness according to one of several criteria. The most popular criteria designers reported using were those suggested in the design prompt: completeness, elegance, and clarity. Beyond these, designers also reported considering designs’ usability and visual design (UX) and level of detail and flexibility (AD).

Several participants reported evaluating designs by making explicit comparisons between designs. Two AD designers (AC2, AE2) reporting using an insertion sort, where they compared each design with the previous, inserting it in the appropriate place. Several UX designers (UE2, UE5, UC7) reported examining designs in pairs, while UC6 compared all designs to their own. AC3 used a grouping strategy, first separating designs into “good” and “bad” groups before reading each in more detail. Several (UC3, UC7, AC2, AE1) reported that they found ranking similar designs hard. One designer (UE5) also
found ranking difficult for designs that were too dissimilar, “It’s hard to put designs side by side because there are so many different variables in terms of design style and clarity. There was no baseline.” Participants reported finding evaluating designs neither particularly easy nor difficult, with a mean difficulty of 3.8 (UX) and 4.1 (AD) on a 7 point scale (1 easiest).

Participants reported spending an average of 1.1 (±.7)(UX) and 2.2 (±1.8)(AD) hours evaluating designs in the first round and 1.2 (±.6)(UX) and 1.8 (±1.4)(AD) hours in the second round. AD designs may have been more time consuming to rank due to their greater length and extensive use of text.

C. Design Revisions

1) Effects of design revisions

Overall, participants’ revised designs were significantly better than their first round designs (UX: \( p = .03; \) AD: \( p = .009 \)). On average, UX designs improved by 1.8 points and AD designs improved by 1.6 points (Table 1). 75% of UX designs and 80% of AD designs improved. Only two UX designs (17%) decreased in score, while no AD designs decreased in score. There was no effect of first round design evaluations on improvements; experimental participants who evaluated designs in the first round did not improve more than the control participants that did not (UX, \( p = .28; \) AD, \( p = .92 \)).

2) Borrowing ideas

Overall, all participants, both control and experimental, reported to have carefully reviewed each initial design and borrowed at least one idea from another design. Table 2 lists the borrowed ideas we identified in each design (as corroborated through the interviews), listing designs in order of their first round score. Both participants with top initial designs and participants with low-ranked initial designs found ideas to borrow.

---

### FIG. 6. ACCURACY OF PEER AND SELF EVALUATIONS

Positive ranking errors occur when rankings were lower than expert rankings, and negative errors occur when rankings were higher. Participants were allowed to give non-integer rankings for themselves (e.g., “1 or 2”) but not peers.
Participants varied greatly in the ideas they chose to borrow; few ideas were consistently borrowed by multiple participants. Participants found ideas in many different designs, borrowing ideas from both top ranked designs and bottom ranked designs. Of the 16 initial UX designs (including participants that subsequently dropped), 13 provided at least one idea that another participant subsequently adopted. Of the 12 initial AD designs, 10 provided at least one idea. In some cases, designers reported adapting a single idea from multiple source designs.

Both UX and AD designs often borrowed ideas in the form of features. Participants borrowed ideas from both higher-ranked designs and from lower-ranked designs. For example, UE3 identified and borrowed from the higher-ranked UE1 the idea of a 24 hour traffic graph enabling users to see, at a glance, how traffic flow varied over a day (Fig. 1). UE2 borrowed from the lower-ranked UE4 the idea of enabling users to start a new map with a pre-defined template containing a specific layout of roads (Fig. 7a, b). As a final example, AC1 borrowed from the lower-ranked AC2 the idea of using sensors to detect the presence of cars (Fig. 7c, d). In borrowing ideas, participants often took only the essence of the idea, adapting and reinterpreting its meaning in the context of their design to make it their own. For example, while AC1 borrowed the idea of sensors from AC2 (Fig. 7c, d), the discussion of how sensors are implemented is specific to their own design. Thus, while participants borrowed ideas from higher and lower-ranked designs, the polish and precision of designs often reflected their own design style rather than their source design (e.g., in Fig. 7b, the higher-ranked UE2 has a higher degree of polish in their version of pre-designed templates).

In contrast to UX participants, AD participants borrowed not only features but also presentation elements of the design, including sections and types of diagrams. For example, AC3 borrowed sections describing assumptions and benefits (Fig. 7e, f); AC4 borrowed sections describing quality attributes and a static architectural view (Table 2). This may reflect the greater diversity of presentation styles available for AD participants to borrow.

Overall, however, participants’ revised designs were very similar to their initial designs. While most participants borrowed several ideas and, for AD designs, sections and diagrams, participants, with one exception, did not reenvision their design wholesale or make large, global changes (UC6 revised their initial low-fidelity mockups with high-fidelity mockups).

While participants reported extensively reviewing other designs and identifying ideas, not all ideas could be incorporated into their own designs. When participants felt that their design was sufficiently general or that the source design was similar, designers felt that there was a good fit between designs:

*I looked through all of them individually again and then went through them one by one. I made a list of things that I liked from*...
I felt like I didn’t explain particular features enough. For example, AC2 reported that “sentations of their designs to be more clear and explicit. For example, AE3 reported that seeing other designs led them to improve the pre-

participants also reported that seeing alternative approaches inspired them to consider additional aspects of the problem and to identify missing pieces of their design. For example, AE2 “felt like the other designs talked a lot more about roads than I did. So I tried to improve [that] in the next round.” And AE5 reported that “when I saw the designs and different thoughts behind them, I was able to see the crowd better and what kind of approaches there are”. One (UC5) reported that other designs led them to feel that theirs was too technical and detailed.

Many participants (AC3, AC4, AE1, AE3, AE4, UC1, UC2, UC4, UC7) were encouraged by seeing good designs by others, as it gave them the opportunity to improve. For example, AE3 reported “When I see that something can be made better, I actually see how I can implement it in my design, and that motivates me”. Similarly, others (UE2, UE3) were disappointed by designs that they felt reflected a lack of effort. However, the lowest ranked AD participant (AE5) reported that seeing good designs was discouraging as it made her think that her own design was really bad. Three designers (UE4, AC2, AE1) also
reported that seeing worse designs was encouraging. For example, AC2 reported, “I feel that that made me feel like I put more effort than other people did into the design process, and that I stood a pretty good chance”.

D. Perceptions of the design competitions

Overall, participants found the contest to be effective. First, participants thought the setup of the competition encouraged good design, as seeing the efforts of others motivated them to do good work and to put forth more effort. Second, participants felt that sharing ideas helped design both in providing ideas and in providing a deeper understanding of the design space that encouraged self-critique. For example, both UC5 and UC7 reported that seeing how other designs approached the problem made them realize how different UIs can be. All participants reported that they did not try to game the competition in any way; none reported withholding ideas from the first round to prevent them from being borrowed. “To be honest, I haven’t even really thought of it.” (AC2)

A number of participants reported difficulties in the design competitions. Some (UC5, UE2, UE3, UE4) reported unfamiliarity with the domain, “it was very hard, especially for [a] non-US citizen, to create the system because I had to search for the rules.” Many (UC3, UC4, UC5, UC7, UE5, AE2, AE5, AC1, AC4, AC5) reported wishing that they had more time. A few (UC4, UE3, AE5) reported being blocked by limitations of their design tools.

Participants reported three main ideas for improving the effectiveness of design competitions:

1) Standardized requirements, expectations, and tools

Participants suggested clearer requirements and expectations would help them to borrow more. For instance, What do you mean by design? The term design. Because for me it’s more about architecture stuff, maybe for others it’s more about classes, about detailed descriptions like specifications for programmers. (AC3) Similarly, UE2 felt “it was too general. Everybody designed differently. Maybe give more guidance.” AC2 suggested common tooling would reduce the effort required to borrow. “if I could have accessed their diagrams in order to ... pick some components of theirs that I thought were better explained ... and dropped them into mine.”

2) More iteration through smaller steps and early feedback

Participants reported that making large changes in their design revisions was hard, as they had already created a complete design and that completeness served as a barrier to incorporating large or incompatible design ideas. It’s more helpful to have more stages in smaller chunks. Maybe one stage would just be [to] explore wireframes or sketch ideas. Because I think a lot of the good ideas, they take time and several iterations to perfect... In the second phase, I felt it was hard to change. (UE5) I think it would’ve helped me a lot if even before writing out the whole design document I could’ve seen the thought process. So kind of like a pre-design step. It would’ve been really interesting to see how other people framed the core of the system. So like state machine versus concurrent queues, which is what I used. Little things like that, half page things. I thought that once my design was written, it was a lot harder to incorporate because you kind of have to find a way for it all to fit in. (AE2)

3) Provide two-way communication

While the contest enabled participants to see other designs and create indirect feedback through comparisons to others, several UE participants (UE1, UE4, UC3, UC5) felt that direct critiques of their designs by others would be very helpful. AE3 further suggested that participants be “allowed to discuss ideas with each other, and after the first round the best designs should cooperate on a single design.”

V. LIMITATIONS AND THREATS TO VALIDITY

As all studies, our study has several limitations. While all our participants reported having industry experience, none were senior or highly experienced designers with decades of experience. Highly experienced designers might not similarly benefit from recombination. However, design competitions may themselves target less experienced designers. While the task was carefully designed to be representative of real world design tasks and used in previous studies, it was, by necessity, limited in scope, and is not inclusive of all activities and aspects that may be involved in larger design tasks. Our results may not generalize to competitions with different incentives or structures that might lead participants to behave differently.

Our results are based on a mix of quantitative and qualitative analysis. While data analysis involving coding may introduce bias, we used several mechanisms to reduce and mitigate potential sources of bias. In scoring designs, four panelists independently assessed each design, and members of the panel were blind to the identity and round of each design. In identifying borrowed ideas, two authors independently coded instances, which were then cross-checked with the designers themselves during the interviews. In analyzing interview data, two authors independently coded each interview to identify insights and all of the coded insights were organized into themes. Finally, while analysis of participants’ changes and interviews together with the expert scores provides evidence that designers borrowed and that designs improved, our study is unable to evaluate how much of the improvements are solely due to borrowing versus how much designers might otherwise have been able to improve. As we were unsure how much, if any, borrowing might occur, we chose to use an experimental manipulation to explore the conditions in which borrowing occurs. Future experiments comparing a recombination process to normal design improvements are necessary.

VI. DISCUSSION

Our study revealed the potential of recombination within software design competitions to enable designers to share ideas and improve their designs. Other designs furnished designers with a rich source of ideas. The motive to borrow was so strong that an experimental manipulation intended to increase borrowing had no discernible effect. Borrowing was surprisingly egalitarian - while designs varied substantially in quality, borrowed ideas came from nearly all designs. Even strong designers found ideas with which to improve from weak designs. Designers often took only the essence of an idea, adapting, reinterpreting, and extending it to fit their own design. Designers found that seeing the designs of others provided a new perspective with which to examine their own. Designers were inspired by viewing the designs of others, returning to their own designs eager to address features they felt to be weak, improve their presentation, and fill in missing pieces. Rather than simply borrow, designers often used what they learned to reflect and think more deeply about their own ideas. Valuing
the perspectives of others, designers wished to see more explicit feedback to provide more opportunities to improve.

**Both architectural and user experience design can benefit from outside ideas.** While obtaining outside ideas using techniques such as design critiques has long been a central emphasis in user interaction design, our results suggest that new ideas can also benefit architectural design. All designers in both competitions borrowed from the crowd. Throughout, UX and AD designers’ activities were often more alike than different, as both critiqued their own designs and improved their designs. One difference between the types of design was in presentation. While UX designers all chose to present designs very similarly, AD designers benefited more from simply observing the presentation styles of others, leading them to add new sections and types of diagrams to explain additional dimensions of their design. This suggests that the nature and scope of architectural design may be less well-defined than interaction design.

**Incorporating new ideas into a complete design enables design refinement rather than radical redesign.** Participants used the designs of others to add features and enhance their designs, not to rethink their central approach. While participants wished to borrow more, several barriers held them back. Participants spoke extensively of the “fit” between their designs and others, explaining that they saw ideas that they liked but whose poor fit made them difficult or prohibitively time consuming to adapt. Moreover, by encouraging participants to produce a polished initial design, participants may have already felt committed to its precepts and been less willing to imagine reenvisioning or restarting from scratch. This suggest that, to encourage borrowing of bigger ideas, it is crucially important for designers to first submit earlier stage ideas. Just as traditional design processes emphasize ideation, low-fidelity sketches, and iterative improvement [2], software design competitions may be able to encourage larger design improvements by supporting iteration beginning with early stage ideas.

**Designers engaged in competition still value collaboration.** Despite competing against each other for substantial $1000 prizes, designers wished to see more opportunities for collaboration and direct, explicit feedback on their designs. This seems somewhat counterintuitive: why would designers provide helpful feedback to others that might serve only to reduce their subsequent chances of winning? Yet, despite the competitive nature inherent, designers already felt they were receiving value from their peers, finding useful ideas and inspiration from the strong designs others produced. Indeed, more participants felt motivated by seeing the strong designs of others than by weak designs. This suggests that there may be an interesting space to explore in competition models that further combine aspects of competition and collaboration.

**Peer-evaluations can be used to approximate evaluations of designs by experts.** Participants demonstrated modest success in evaluating peer designs. Individual peer evaluations were moderately to strongly correlated with expert evaluations and often differed only slightly from experts. This suggests that, in commercial crowdsourcing context where work is commissioned by a client, it may be possible to let the crowd themselves perform some of the evaluation work, reducing the significant burden evaluations can impose on clients [30]. One important aspect to further investigate is in averaging individual evaluations into aggregate evaluations, as this may enable even higher quality evaluations.

**The effects of expertise may be as important in software design as in programming.** In an early study of human aspects of software development, Sackman et al. found a ratio between the best and worst developers of over 10 to 1 for tasks such as initial coding and debugging [27]. Many studies have since found similar expertise effects across a range of programming tasks (e.g., [20, 10, 25, 14]). Our results provide evidence that substantial expertise effects extend to architectural and user experience design. Some designers were able to produce top designs in substantially less time than others produced low ranked designs. While recombination enabled most to improve, it did not enable weak designers to produce strong designs. Even in adapting the ideas of stronger designers, the level of polish and precision in their version often reflected more their own level of design expertise than that of the original designer. For software competitions, this is an important limitation, as they may contain a range of expertise levels and substantial populations of students and less experienced developers looking to gain expertise and knowledge. Finding ways to help weak designers improve more through interactions with stronger designers is an an important area of future research.

Our results suggest that adopting a multi-round structure in software design competitions that enables revision and recombination can increase the quality of designs produced and better utilize the diversity inherent to competitions. Yet, our results also suggest there is much more to explore in making full use of the crowd in software design through alternative competition structures. A competition with many more rounds, standardized tooling, and lower fidelity design ideas might enable true collective design, in which the core ideas are exchanged and adapted and alternatives are developed and explored over time within the crowd. Designers might initially produce ideas for sections of the design, which are then adopted and extended. Shorter rounds might also reduce contribution barriers, enabling designers to come and go through the competition, contributing in shorter periods when they are able.

Our results may also have implications for more traditional design processes within companies. In illustrating the value of outside ideas, they suggest that adopting even simple brainstorming processes might help to increase design quality. Rather than have a single designer bring a complete design to a meeting for review by his colleagues, it might be possible to instead have several designers independently sketch several early ideas, increasing the diversity of ideas available and reducing the commitment to a single, fully specified design. Designers might even continue a collaborative design process, posting designs to a shared wiki to enable idea exchange and having multiple designers iterate the designs over time. Where-as pair programming enables developers to collaboratively work together to solve hard programming tasks, our results suggest a new team organization in which pairs or small groups explore alternatives in parallel and exchange ideas.
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